Lateral incomitance in exotropia: fact or artifact?
The prevalence of significant lateral incomitance in patients with nonparetic exotropia is reported to be 22%. We speculated that measurement artifact may be the cause for some cases of apparent lateral incomitance. We measured the effective power of plastic ophthalmic prisms using a helium-neon laser in the frontal plane position and at 10 degrees, 20 degrees, and 30 degrees of rotation from the frontal plane. The rotated prisms represented the situation in which a neutralizing prism rotates with the head during measurement of lateral gaze positions. For prisms of 35 prism diopters or more, even 10 degrees of rotation produced significant artifactual incomitance. For smaller prisms, 20 degrees or more of rotation was necessary to induce significant lateral incomitance. We prospectively measured 40 consecutive patients with exotropia. Only three patients (9%) had true incomitance greater than 5 delta, and only one had incomitance in both directions of gaze. Significant lateral incomitance could be induced in every patient examined by improperly positioning the neutralizing prism. Because the detection of lateral incomitance causes most strabismus surgeons to reduce the amount of surgery they perform, special care is necessary when measuring deviations in lateral gazes.